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With the Greek Logistics gradually 
conquering the place it deserves in the broader 
entrepreneurial area and the National Plan for 
the transformation of the country into a ‘vital’ 
Logistics Hub for South-Eastern Europe being 
fully under way, the organization of the unique 
in its field 7th “Supply Chain & Logistics - Cargo 
Truck & Van Expo 2019” Fair on November, 9-10-
11, 2019 could not possibly be more topical or 
vitally important!

o.mind Creatives, the organizing company and 
publisher of the market periodical Supply Chain 
&Logistics magazine, invite you all,   Exhibitors, 
State representatives,  Bodies - Supporters, 
National Participations and internationally 
renowned exhibitors to ‘Build International 

Networks’ of cooperation and promotion of 
modern Supply Chain services in a broad 
globalised market.  

The upgraded transport infrastructures, the 
transnational agreements for cooperation on the 
level of Combined Transport, the  

Development ‘wind’ which is blowing in the 
two major ports of our country, those of Piraeus 
and Thessaloniki, as well as a number of 
investments which are expected in 2019 create 
an environment of ‘recognition’ of the Supply 
Chain field, which through the new technology 
and the ‘tools’ of the Industry 4.0, is now turning 
into a Value Chain, creating International 
Cooperation Networks.

The Growth Philosophy of the Fair 

Logistics & Freight Services at the 
Centre of Developments



2019
NOVEMBER
9-10-11  

The “Supply Chain & Logistics - Cargo Truck 
& Van Expo” Fair, after being held for 12 years 
and given the successful cooperation between 
the fields of the Supply Chain and Professional 
Vehicle, has emerged as a meeting point for all 
the professionals who are involved in the  export 
trade, the management of the supply chain and 
related sectors. 

o.mind Creatives, having inaugurated a new 
philosophy in the Fair experience, continues 
offering exhibitors services of interconnection 
and cooperation, thus empowering the B2B 
meeting platform not only among exhibitors but 
also among interested parties from the Greek 
and the whole international market.  

At the same time, paying particular attention 
to raising the international profile of the Fair, 

o.mind Creatives continues the cooperation 
with  bilateral  Chambers of Commerce, 
embassies and foreign bodies  in anticipation 
of the participation of foreign companies either 
individually or possibly via national pavilions. Our 
target is the strengthening of the collaboration 
between Greek and international companies, the 
conclusion of agreements as well as the boosting 
of trade and supply chain services.   

With the core message ‘WE BUILD 
INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS’, the organizing 
company  o.mind Creatives and the Supply Chain 
& Logistics magazine invite you once again to 
become fellow travelers in the journey towards 
jointly seeking the ‘tools’ which will lead our 
market to the future. 



Having followed an intensely upward growth 
trajectory and in the wake of a highly successful 
Fair in 2017, the 7th Fair in 2019 is expected to bring 
together exhibitors and visitors in order to provide 
solutions in the organization of the supply chain 
and logistics and bring into contact the Greek and 
the international markets. Larger than ever, the 
participation in the Supply Chain & Logistics - Cargo 
Truck & Van Expo 2019 is expected to exceed by far 
the previous Fair and to attract thousands of visitors 
both from Greece and abroad. 

The sector of the supply chain, freight services and 
Logistics technology will, for many years, constitute 
the protagonist in the Greek economy and its GDP 
growth, of which there is already strong evidence. 

Large infrastructure works have already been 
constructed, significant private investments for the 
improvement of infrastructures have been made and 
the port of Piraeus has developed into the 3rd most 
significant in Europe: these are the first indications 
of the recovery of this market.  

In this new and growing market, we invite all of you 
to participate in the 7th  Supply Chain & Logistics  
and the 2nd  Cargo Truck & Van Expo Fair and invest 
in the future of your business and the market. 

Data from the previous 
2017 Fair

14.000 
visitors

200 
exhibitors

50% of 
exhibitors made 

contacts with 
foreign visitors 87% 

declared 
Very or 

Exceptionally 
Satisfied from

 the Fair

88% 
of exhibitors 

stated that they 
would participate 
in the 2019 Fair

4.000 
representatives 
of Logistics and 

Warehouses

2.500 
representatives 

and businessmen 
from  Transport & 

Forwarding 
companies

1.800 
representatives 

from the Industry

3.600 
companies of 

General Trade, 
Food, S/M, Raw 

Material and 
Medicine

2.000 
visitors from Mass 

Catering and 
Tourism

Source: satisfaction survey among exhibitors and visitors of the 2017 Fair, 
conducted in November 2017

The 7th Fair more Comprehensive than Ever!

40% 
of visitors  

sought solutions 
for a professional 

vehicle fleet 

600 
B2B meetings 
were held by 

exhibitors



1,5 trillion 
US dollars 

810 billion 
US dollars

62%

70% 40%

added value from the 
digital transformation 

of the Logistics 
industry by 2025

worth of ‘dynamic 
growth’ through the 

use of analytics growth in e-commerce 
is expected

of supply chain companies’ 
directors have made efforts 
in the direction of the digital 
transformation of the Supply 

Chain functions in their 
organizations

seek relevant moves from 
their collaborators-

providers 

source: WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM / TRENDS

The Logistics 
sector accounts for 

9,02%
(15,7 billion Euro)of 

the national economy

source: 4th pan-Hel-
lenic survey, Greek 
Logistics Company 

(EEL)/2018

200.000 

job positions 
throughout Greece

source: Hellenic 
Federation of Enter-

prises (SEV), 2019

The Growing Logistics Market in Numbers

source: 4th pan-Hel-
lenic survey, Greek 
Logistics Company 

(EEL)/2018



The Information Technology revolution of the 
Industry 4.0 at the service of the Supply Chain 

Given the targets for the ‘Digitalization of 
Transport’ (as is expressly mentioned in the 
National Supply Chain Action Plan of the Ministry 
of Infrastructure, Transport and Networks), the 
companies which provide solutions-tools for 
the digital transformation of the supply chain 
will also be present in the 7th “Supply Chain & 
Logistics - Cargo Truck & Van Expo 2019” Fair.

These will include companies which manage 
Big Data, have Analytics ‘tools’, know how to 
advise modern Logisticians so that they take full 
advantage of the blockchain tools and enter the 
Internet of Things (IoT), thus ‘building’ , in their 
turn, dynamic, undisturbed networks. 

Besides, in the European Agenda for Viable 
and Intelligent Transportation 2030, the target 
has been clearly set: “Transformation of the 
supply chain through the use of AI - IoT”. New 
technology is no longer a ‘tool’ which each 
industry may choose how to utilize. The new 
era is here in order to fundamentally transform 
the industry, causing a ‘revolution’ which has 
become known by the term Industry 4.0.

According to the World Economic Forum, in 
just 6 years from now – in 2025 – the digital 
transformation of the industry we today call 
‘logistics’ could provide added value of 1.5 trillion 
US dollars while the adoption of a sustainable 
philosophy for the viability of businesses could 
bring an additional 2.4 trillion US dollar profit. 

The 2030 European Agenda states that today 
“Supply Chains which have become Value Chains 
are turning into Smart Chains, by making full use 
of the potentials provided by the new reality of   
Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Big Data 
Analytics, Blockchain”… Thus, Logistics is rapidly 
being transformed into Logistics 4.0 and those 
involved both in the Greek and the international 
market will have the opportunity – through the 
7th  “Supply Chain & Logistics - Cargo Truck & 
Van Expo 2019” Fair – to see, first hand, solutions  
and services which will bring them one step 
closer to … the future. 

10% - 20%  increase in the demand 
forecasts for Analytics services

20%  decrease in development cost when 
data analytics tools-solutions were used for 
the ‘organization’ of the supply chain 

Logistics Meet the Future Trends



Your participation in the “Supply Chain & Logistics - 
Cargo Truck & Van Expo 2019” Fair provides significant 

advantages for your business with multiple compensatory 
benefits since it is the one and only fair of this kind which 

is held in the country and consequently an excellent 
opportunity for outward-looking entrepreneurship 

in a market of incredible dynamic and growth. • You 
consolidate the position of your company and you boost 
your image and company brands by making significant 

professional contacts and collaborations. • You present 
and promote your products and services to a large group 

of buyers and businessmen in an effective and direct way • 
You enlarge your customer base by including new dynamic 
clients. • You approach new markets • You strengthen the 

supply chain and logistics sector
 

>> Turn all eyes on you!

>> Why you should participate

Cooperation with  
bilateral  Chambers 

of Commerce and 
Embassies in order to 
attract foreign Visitors 

and Exhibitors 

>>    Watch  highlights of previous 
     Fairs at  www.sce.gr

In our effort to expand the Fair beyond the Greek borders and 
attract foreign visitors and exhibitors, o.mind Creatives, the 
organizing company, has made contacts and collaborations with 
active bilateral Chambers of Commerce in our country and the 
commercial departments of embassies in order to promote and 
raise awareness about the Fair in foreign countries. Our target 
is to inform companies which have an interest in cooperating 
with Greece in order to visit the Fair as visitors or participate as 
exhibitors in group pavilions and enter into trade agreements 
with Greek businesses. 

At the same time, the participation of the organizing 
company in fairs abroad in order to promote the “Supply Chain 
& Logistics - Cargo Truck & Van Expo 2019” Fair and attract 
visitors and exhibitors is established, standard practice which 
has borne fruit in the previous Fair and which will be intensified 
even further for the 2019 Fair. 

Finally, our cooperation with leading international periodicals 
on logistics and well-established news portals is part of our 
promotional activities to be used again this year in order to 
internationalize the Fair.



The advertising promotion 
of the Fair in Greece and abroad

Through a dynamic advertising promotion, the “Supply Chain & Logistics 
- Cargo Truck & Van Expo 2019” Fair will carry a powerful message to the 
vast market it targets. The aim is to energize and invite every small or large 
Greek business to the Fair so that they can find solutions through the better 
organization of their supply chain, the modernization of their warehouse, 
transport and delivery methods. With extrovert orientation, o.mind 
Creatives, the organizing company, consolidates collaborations with major 
Logistics periodicals in Europe and south-eastern Mediterranean in order 
to transmit the message and invitation to the Fair beyond the Greek borders 
as well. Furthermore, on 4-7 June 2019 we will participate (by means of an 
exhibition stand) in “transport logistic”, the largest fair on transport and 
logistics organized in Munich, Germany.

•   Television promotion through commercial 

spots in channels of  countrywide range in 

Greece

• More than 1,000 TV spots

•  Radio promotion through advertising spots 

in high-rating radio stations throughout the 

country

• Outdoor promotion in main roads

•  Classified advertising and Press releases in 

newspapers and sectoral periodicals in Greece 

and abroad

•  Promotion through the Internet, information 

newsletters and the social media

•  Promotion through the  “Supply Chain & 

Logistics” magazine

•  Promotion through www.supply-chain.gr and the 

weekly Supply Chain News newsletter

•  Promotion of the Fair through the participation 

of the organizing company in other sectoral fairs 

and conferences both in Greece and abroad

•  Mailing and distribution of 200,000 invitations in 

Greece and abroad

o.mind Creatives has planned the 
following promotional activities:

>>  Advertising spending for the Fair will increase by 100% compared to that for 2017

2017 Highlights



Sectors  & Exhibits of the Fair

>>   Material Handling  
Presentation of Automation and Warehouse New Technologies

In the organization of every fair a prominent position is held by companies which provide solutions for the warehouse 
equipment, material handling, transport and secondary packaging. Lifting machinery and forklifts, automation and 
technologies, warehouse shelves, internal transport systems, bar coding, warehouse labelling and signage systems and 
secondary packaging machinery and a lot more will be presented in the Fair so that visitors are brought up to date with 
new technologies required for the organization of a modern warehouse. 

LOGISTICS, CARGO & FREIGHT SERVICES

•  Storage, Logistics services, 3PL, 4PL
• Transport and Distribution services
• Road Transport (international & national) and Distribution 
• Cargo maritime transport, Shipping Companies
• Air transport
• Rail transport
• Freight Forwarders 
• Courier companies
• Real Estate Logistics
• Container Sale and Lease
• Consultants in logistics organization

TRANSPORT AND HANDLING PACKAGING

• Cargo Packaging Machinery And Materials 
• Pallets, Cardboard Boxes, Packaging Sacks, Barrels 
• Straps & Cargo Fastening Materials
• Marking, Printing and Labelling
• Handling And Transport Secondary Packaging
• Robot systems, palletizing machinery
• Repackaging and services
• Recycling (machinery and services)

WAREHOUSE EQUIPMENT - MATERIAL HANDLING

• Forklifts and warehouse internal transport machinery
• Shelves and Warehouse & Retail Management Systems
•  Hand Trucks, Cargo Lifts, Warehouse Labelling  

and Signage
• Conveyor belts, Internal Transport Lines
• Bar coding, Rfid, Ex-Van, Picking systems 
• Computer and logistics systems (WMS, ERP, CRM)
• Retail shop IT systems
• Industrial refrigeration (cold store chambers, machinery, 
Food logistics)
• Construction of  industrial buildings and warehouses
• Industrial Roller Shutters, Ramps, Loading Bridges

PROFESSIONAL VEHICLES - “CARGO TRUCK & VAN Expo”
  
• Professional transport and distribution vehicles
• Heavy Goods Vehicles (haulers & trailers)
• Light Commercial Vehicles (van, vanette, pick-up)
• Freight Transport Vehicle Bodies
•  Professional Vehicles Expendables (tyres, lubricants, 

fuel, spare parts etc)
• Transport technologies, Telematics and Services
• Leasing & Professional Vehicles Rental



Professional vehicles ‘meet’             Logistics

Cargo Truck & Van Expo 2019 
Professional Vehicle Fair in Hall 4

For the second time in the history of the Fair, the sector 
of the Professional Vehicle and the solutions which 
can be provided by the major car manufacturers to the 
management of the modern Supply Chain, especially in 
an urban distribution setting, but not only, will have an 
autonomous presence. 

In Hall 4 of the Metropolitan Expo Exhibition Centre as 
well as in the area outside the Hall itself, car manufacturers 
and their representatives in Greece will have the opportunity 
to present to the Supply Chain market all the new solution 
platforms which they have already launched abroad for the 
“Interconnection between distribution and vehicles” and 
“Transportation as a service” while a prominent position 
will be held by professional vehicles, from van-vannetes to 
heavy goods vehicles. 

At the same time, decreased carbon footprint in 
professional vehicles, engine modifications and the green 
Supply Chain will occupy a central place in the Fair. 

Linking the “Supply Chain  & Logistics” Fair to the “Cargo 
Truck & Van Expo” area constitutes a successful blend 
for the promotion of professional vehicles in the new era 
for logistics which Greece is entering. The approval and 
participation of car dealers in this synergy is expected to be 
even greater and more comprehensive in 2019!

The following categories will be presented in the Fair: 
• Trucks and Heavy Goods Vehicles
• Vans, Vanettes, Pick Ups and Mini Buses
• Superstructures and Trailers
• Tyres, Lubricants, Fuel etc
• Telematics systems and technologies
• Professional Vehicle Leasing & Rental

Dynamic participation from Transport 
companies & Logistics Services

The entire commercial transportation community will be presented in the 
2019 Fair: agencies, national and international road transport companies, 
freight forwarders, companies providing logistics & food logistics services, 
shipping companies as well as courier companies. o.mind Creatives ,the 
organizing company,  in collaboration with exhibitors, aims at presenting a full 
picture of the transport needs of every Greek or foreign company which will 
visit the Fair.

2017 Highlights



Professional vehicles ‘meet’             Logistics

>>   Green Logistics
Green technologies in Transport 
and Warehouse to be presented: 
 
• Electric Professional Vehicles

• Hybrid Forklifts

• Green Warehouses

• Natural Gas

• Engine Modifications

The decreased carbon footprint is the challenge 
to be met by modern entrepreneurship. Shifting to 
green energy and reduced CO2 emissions is the 
trend of today and the demand of tomorrow. In this 
year’s Fair, the exhibitors will present alternative 
energy sources for forklifts, professional transport 
vehicles as well as for warehouse functioning. We 
all require a better environment and alternative 
energy sources. The Supply Chain and the 
freight transport sector must offer solutions 
and implement the “Green Supply Chains” more 
urgently than ever before.



Visitors to the Fair

Visitors to the Fair are businessmen and managers from 
all the sectors of the Industry, Crafts and Commerce as 
well as from the sector of Freight Transport from Greece 
and abroad.

More specifically, they come from the following business 
categories:

>  Commercial companies from all sectors which use a 
warehouse and need to transport goods

>   Wholesale and Retail Commerce, e-shops, 
Supermarket Chains 

>   Industries and Crafts from all the manufacturing 
sectors such as

Food Industries, Pharmaceutical industries, Clothing and 
Footwear industries, Building materials & accessories, 
spare part warehouses, Agricultural produce, Fertilizers 
etc

>   Companies from the fields of Transport, logistics, 
distribution, courier and storage

>   Companies with distribution and transport fleets
>   Commercial companies dealing in warehouse 

organization and equipment 
>   Public utility services (DEKO), local authorities (OTA), 

Army Corps, Banks, Public sector and Institutional 
bodies

>   Professors, Business consultants, university students

• From the above business categories, visitors to the Fair 
will be: 
Businessmen, General Managers, Supply Chain & 
Logistics Managers, Financial consultants, Factory 
Managers, Warehouse Managers, Import- Export 
Directors, Procurement Directors, Quality Assurance 
officials, Fleet managers, machine operators, warehouse 
staff, professional drivers and motorists. 

The Exhibition Centre
The 7th “Supply Chain &  & Logistics- Cargo Truck 

& Van Expo 2019” will be held in the state-of-the-art 
METROPOLITAN EXPO Exhibition Centre at the ‘El. 
Venizelos’ Athens International Airport (at the end of Attiki 
Road). The Fair is upgraded and enriched with the facilities 
offered to exhibitors and visitors by the Exhibition Centre. 
METROPOLITAN EXPO is the most advanced and modern 
Exhibition Centre in Greece today, bringing together a 
plethora of benefits such as:
n   State-of-the-art facilities and high quality benefits for 

exhibitors and visitors at a roofed exhibition space of 
45,000 sqm

n  Easy access by car or public transport (Metro, Suburban 
Railway, bus) from all the Attica basin and the national 
road network (via Attiki Road, exit to the Airport) 

n  Direct visitor access, allowing for same-day visits due 
to its proximity to the airport and the shuttle bus service 
which offers access to the exhibition centre within 5 min

n  Comfortable free parking
n  Restaurant, Café and shopping at the Airport’s Retail 

Park

Saturday 
November 9th
10:00 - 20:00

Sunday
November 10th 
10:00 - 20:00

Monday 
November 11th 
10:00 - 20:00

>>  FAIR VISITING DAYS AND TIMES

SAVE
THE

DATE

20,000 visitors from Greece and abroad

EL.VENIZELOS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - ATHENS



In the previous 2017 Fair, o.mind Creatives, the organizing company, introduced an innovation to the exhibitors: 
the method of direct B2B meetings between exhibitors and visitors from Greece and abroad. This particular method 
proved extremely successful in organizing B2B meetings* since any visitor to the Fair could plan and coordinate their 
professional meetings in the Fair. Exhibitors will be able to accept requests for meetings which will be held at their 
Fair stands or in the specially designed “B2B Meeting” areas. 
* 600 Β2Β meetings took place during the 2017 Fair

‘B2B’ commercial meetings  between exhibitors and 
foreign visitors and Greek businessmen

11th “Logistics Conferences”

Side Events,  One-Day Symposia, Workshops
One of the best-known events in the field of Supply Chain, 
Logistics and Transport, the LOGI.C multi-conferences , 
organized by o.mind Creatives under the supervision of 
the Supply Chain & Logistics magazine and the scientific 
support of businesses and institutional bodies in the 
sector, is coming back for the 11th time. 
Its target, as always, is to crate events of added value for 
all those who are scientifically or professionally involved in 
the management of the Supply Chain, Logistics as well as 
Transport. 
Some thematic topics which will be dealt with in the 
LOGI.C are:

n  Developments in the National Transport and Logistics 
Plan 

n  Digital transformation of Supply Chains in action 
n  Future Trends in the market – What do the indicators 

show? What does the market need?
n  Green Supply Chain – Transport and Urban Environment 

– New Fuel, Electromobility  And Corporate Social 
Responsibility

n  Building new International Trade and Distribution 
Networks – The role of new executives
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GENERAL EXHIBITOR AMENITIES
n Availability of exhibition premises (for preparation, operation, dismantling) n Free parking for exhibitors in special area n Free visitor 
invitations n Exhibitor identification cards with barcode n Registration in the Fair Catalogue n Free electronic commercial ‘B2B’ meetings 
service n Participation in the commercial ‘B2B’ meetings application n Free provision of pallet trucks and forklifts for the movement of 
exhibits n Cleaning of  stands before the commencement of the Fair (excluding exhibits) n Cleaning of the Fair common areas n Guarding 
of Fair premises by specialized security company n Fully equipped medical practice with a doctor on duty n Special prices for exhibitors at 
cooperating hotels n Free bus transportation from and to nearby Metro stations and the airport on the Fair days
 

a. Up to  40m2: € 135/m2

b. From 41m2 to 100m2: € 125/m2

c. From 101m2 to 200m2: € 115/m2

d. From 201m2 or larger: € 110/m2

a. Up to 40m2: € 140/m2

b. From 41m2 to 100m2: € 130/m2

c. From 101m2 to 200m2: € 120/m2

d. From 201m2 or larger: € 115/m2

a. Up to 40m2: € 145/m2

b. From 41m2 to 100m2: € 135/m2

c. From 101m2 to 200m2: € 125/m2

d. From 201m2 or larger: € 120/m2

a. Up to 40m2: € 150/m2

b. From 41m2 to 100m2: € 140/m2

c. From 101m2 to 200m2: € 130/m2

d. From 201m2 or larger: € 125/m2

1. For carpeting alone: € 5/m2

2. Melamine partition panels:  € 12/m  
(linear metre)
3. Electrical power supply € 26/kw  

Basic Structure: 20 €/m2        
n The basic structure includes white melamine panels, one display header and sign with the number 
of the stand and the company name or logo (panel dimensions: 0.97m x 2.48m) 
n Basic structure stands include the following amenities: 1 desk • 3 chairs • 1 power supply socket 
• 1 spot light of 100W per 3m2

n New grey fitted carpet 

BUSINESS type Structure: 50 €/m2

n Fitted carpet: Grey colour / beige colour / blue colour • Panels: white PVC / beige PVC / blue PVC 
• Storage area: dimensions 1.00 x 1.00 m with a white folding door
n Amenities: 3 beige seats • 1 round  beech table 0.70m • 1 black stool with back • 1 info desk in white, 
beige or blue • 1 set of shelves 1.03 x 0.54 x 2.50m
n Signage: 1 digital print 1.00 x 2.50m in adhesive vinyl • 1 digital print on trapezium-shaped PVC 
n Electrical equipment: 1 iodine floodlight 500 W or HQI 150 W/ 5m2  
• 1 three-phase power socket 0.5KW / 220V

EXECUTIVE type Structure: 60 €/m2

n Fitted carpet: Grey colour / blue colour • Πάνελ: Panels: white PVC / blue PVC 
Storage area: dimensions 1.00 x 1.00 m with aluminium openable door and lock
n Amenities: 3 black leather seats • 1 round  beech table 0.70m • 1 black stool with back • 1 info desk in 
white or blue 1.00x0.50x0.90m with doors 
n Signage: 1 backlit slide display 2.00 x 0.25 x 2.50m with milky-white Plexiglas & digital print • 1 digital 
print 1.00 x 2.50m in adhesive vinyl  • 1 digital print 0.80 x 0.30m on PVC
n Electrical equipment: 1 iodine floodlight 500W or HQI 150W / 4m2 • 1 three-phase power socket 0.5kW / 220V

Cost of stand area reguired 
(ground trace)

Additional structure charges

Participation Cost (for 3 days)

Composite standard structures
(amounts refer to construction costs alone)

Prices are exclusive of VAT

Row-one side open Peninsula-three sides openCorner-two sides open Island-four sides open

CARGO type Structure from € 1,350 for 9m2 
(final structure price & ground trace)       
n The specific structure is aimed at service provider companies (national transport agencies and 
international transport  forwarders) 
n The specific structure is designed for the particular area in Room 3 in corridor A
n The Cargo structure includes: white and blue panels • grey fitted carpet • 1 small table and 3 
chairs • 1 reception desk and stool • 1 floodlight 150W HQ1 • 1 sign with exhibitor’s  brand name
n The size of these stands are • (Α) 9m2 - 1.350€ • (Β) 12m2 - 1.700€ • (C) 15m2 - 2.100€

Prices are exclusive of  VAT
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Exhibition Venue 
Floor Plans

Hall 4

Hall 3
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Professional Vehicles, Heavy 
Goods Vehicles, Vans, 
Vanettes, Pickup Trucks,  
Bodywork & Superstructure, 
Truck Cold Rooms, Tyres, 
Lubricants, Fuel, 
Tachographs & Accessories, 
Vehicle Technical Control 
Centres, Telematics Services
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Transport companies 
(Road, Sea, Air, Rail), 
3PL Services & Storage, 
Freight Forwarders, 
Transport agencies, Courier 
companies, Software, WMS, 
ERP, Certification, Education, 
Logistics Consulting

EXHIBITOR FIELDS 

Forklifts, warehouse and shop 
shelves, internal transport 
systems, construction of  
warehouses &metal buildings, 
Industrial doors, ramps, 
loading bridges, Industrial 
flooring, Barcode & RFID, 
secondary packaging 
machinery, transport 
packaging materials, 
Printing and Labelling 
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